
No theory of judicial behaviour ignores institutions, but, all too often, their role in structuring judges’ choices goes assumed rather than directly evaluated. For this reason alone, we should applaud Benjamin Alarie and Andrew J. Green. Not only do they take institutions seriously; they attempt cross-national assessments of their effect on judging. This is their book’s overarching contribution, but there are many others along the way – so many that Commitment and Cooperation on High Courts is bound to take its place among the classics in the ever-growing field of judicial behaviour. My aim is to bring Alarie and Green’s contributions into relief by highlighting their key arguments and empirical results. Along the way, I integrate some of the existing literature if only to show where and how the authors advance our understanding of judging. All of this amounts to Parts I and II. But a simple summary of Commitment and Cooperation will not suffice because Alarie and Green invite the reader to think about extensions. In that spirit, Part III offers some suggestions for forward movement.
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I The backstory

Theories of judicial behaviour abound. There is the (in)famous attitudinal model, which holds that judges’ votes reflect their ideological attitudes toward the facts raised in cases. Strategic accounts also emphasize the judges’
preferences. But, unlike the attitudinal model, they assume that when goal-oriented judges make decisions, they attend to the preferences and likely actions of other relevant actors, including their colleagues, elected officials, and the public.

Bearing a familial resemblance to strategic accounts is the labour market model. Under this approach, judges, just as other workers, are motivated and constrained by costs and benefits both pecuniary and non-pecuniary, but mostly the latter: non-pecuniary costs such as effort, criticism, and workplace tensions and non-pecuniary benefits such as leisure, esteem, influence, self-expression, celebrity, and opportunities for appointment to a higher court. Then, of course, there is the traditional legal model, under which judges apply ‘law’ to the facts raised in cases – a task that involves no exercise of discretion.

Despite their differences in emphasis, not to mention the distinct empirical implications they generate, these accounts overlap in one crucial respect: each emphasizes institutions – or rules that shape judicial choices. As Benjamin Alarie and Andrew J. Green note, the rules can be formal, such as constitutional provisions, or informal, such as norms and conventions. And they can be internal to the court – for example, the Supreme Court of Canada’s institution that allows the

---

2 Though preferences play a key role in strategic accounts, the preferences need not (and perhaps should not) centre on ideology as they do in the attitudinal model. See Lee Epstein & Jack Knight, ‘Reconsidering Judicial Preferences’ (2013) 16 Annual Rev Political Science 11 at 11 (emphasizing that ‘strategic accounts of judicial behavior can accommodate different or even multiple motivations’ and urging scholars to consider the range of motivations following from work in economics, law, and psychology).


4 Under the attitudinal model, justices always behave in accord with their sincere preferences; under the strategic account, whether they behave sincerely or in a sophisticated fashion (that is, in a way that is not compatible with their most preferred position) will depend on the preferences of the other relevant actors and the actions they are likely to take.


6 This is the simplest form of the legal model. In more complex versions, judges use various methodologies (‘originalism,’ ‘textualism,’ ‘active liberty,’ and so on) to reach objective, impersonal, and politically neutral decisions.

7 This is the standard definition of institutions in the judicial behaviour literature – and one that Alarie and Green adopt. Benjamin Alarie & Andrew J Green, Commitment and Cooperation on High Courts: A Cross-Country Examination of Institutional Constraints on Judges (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2017) at 43 [Alarie & Green, Commitment and Cooperation]. For other studies of judicial behaviour that use this definition of institutions, see e.g. Forrest Maltzman, James F Spriggs & Paul J Wahlbeck, Crafting Law on the Supreme Court (Cambridge, UK: Cambridge University Press, 2000) at 13 [Maltzman, Spriggs & Wahlbeck, Crafting Law]; Epstein & Knight, Choices Justices Make, supra note 3; Daniel M Brinks, ‘Informal Institutions and the Rule of Law: The Judicial Response to State Killings in Buenos Aires and São Paulo in the 1990s’ (2003) 36 Comparative Politics 1. More generally, see Douglass C North, Institutions, Institutional Change and Economic Performance (Cambridge, UK: Cambridge University Press, 1990, 3) [North, Institutions], defining institutions as the ‘rules of the game.’

8 Alarie & Green, Commitment and Cooperation, supra note 7 at 43. See generally Jack Knight, Institutions and Social Conflict (New York: Cambridge University Press, 1992) [Knight, Institutions].
chief justice to set the size and composition of panels\textsuperscript{9} or the US Supreme Court’s norm governing opinion assignment, which holds that the chief justice assigns the opinion of the Court if he is in the majority. Institutions also can be external, governing relations between higher and lower courts (the ‘hierarchy of justice’),
\textsuperscript{10} between courts and other governmental actors (the ‘separation-of-powers’ system),
\textsuperscript{11} and with the public (norms of legitimacy).
\textsuperscript{12}

Whatever form the institutions take, no theory of judicial behaviour neglects them. For the legal model, this is obvious; formal constitutional provisions, laws, precedent, and the like serve as constraints on judges from acting on their personal preferences.\textsuperscript{13} Virtually all variants of strategic accounts also stress the role institutions play in structuring the judges’ interactions among themselves or with other relevant actors.\textsuperscript{14} As for the attitudinal model, even though it is often caricatured as ‘judges vote on the basis of their ideology,’ institutions are at its core. Judges only enjoy ‘enormous latitude to reach decisions based on their personal policy preferences’ when they can serve for life on a court of last resort and when that court has substantial control over the cases it will hear and decide.\textsuperscript{15} For judges operating under these rules, the labour market approach concurs on the importance of ideology.\textsuperscript{16}

On occasion, scholars assess the assumed structuring effect of institutions. Coming to mind are empirical tests of how separation-of-powers systems shape relations between the government and judges. An important study by Jeffrey Segal, Chad

\textsuperscript{9} Alarie & Green, Commitment and Cooperation, supra note 7 at 99.
\textsuperscript{13} See e.g. Knight, Institutions, supra note 8; Eskridge, ‘Overriding,’ supra note 11; Knight & Epstein, ‘Norm of Stare Decisis,’ supra note 12.
\textsuperscript{14} Epstein & Knight, Choices Justices Make, supra note 3.
\textsuperscript{15} Segal & Spaeth, Supreme Court, supra note 1 at 92.
\textsuperscript{16} E.g., focusing specifically on US Supreme Court justices, Epstein, Landes & Posner, Behavior of Federal Judges, supra note 5 at 103, argue that justices are ‘likely to derive personal satisfaction, as well as reap prestige, exert power and influence, and achieve celebrity, from attempting to align the law with [their] ideological commitments; in contrast, caseload pressures, the threat of reversal or eventual overruling (and so of not having the last word), desire for promotion, a different case mix, and lower visibility combine to dampen the ideological ambitions of lower court judges.’
Westerland, and Stephanie Lindquist, for example, demonstrates that when the US Congress threatens the US Supreme Court’s authority, the Court cowers, either exercising greater self-restraint or reaching decisions closer to the legislators’ preferences. Then there is Gretchen Helmke’s justifiably path-marking work on Argentina. She draws attention to the fact that in parts of the developing world governments have taken rather radical steps to tame their courts, with sanctions ranging from impeachment, removal, and court packing to criminal indictment, physical violence, and even death. Her studies, and others running along similar lines, show that judges respond to these potential threats by going on the defence: defecting against the old regime, avoiding cases that may contribute to further escalation, going public, and passing up posts on apex courts altogether, among others.

These studies are careful theoretical and empirical assessments of the effect of institutions governing relations between courts and the government. Other formal and informal rules too have been subjected to equally rigorous


19. There are also many excellent studies of courts in developed democracies, notably Vanberg’s work on the German Constitutional Court, perhaps the most influential national court in Europe. Vanberg takes on questions that now dominate commentary and scholarship not only about courts in Europe but also throughout the world, including whether ‘the potential for evasion’ of court decisions by the elected branches and the public ‘shape[s] judicial deliberations and perhaps even decisions’ and ‘[u]nder what circumstances [can courts] successfully constrain legislative majorities, and when will they not do so.’ Georg Vanberg, The Politics of Constitutional Review in Germany (Cambridge, UK: Cambridge University Press, 2005)


analysis, though I daresay that the effect of institutions on judicial behaviour mostly goes assumed rather than being directly assessed. Returning to the attitudinal model, only by comparing judges in societies where particular institutions do or do not exist (or where institutional change occurred) can we determine whether, and which, institutions give judges the freedom to act on their ideological preferences. But those comparisons are rarely made. For this reason alone, we should applaud Alarie and Green. Not only do they take institutions seriously, but they also attempt direct cross-national assessments of how the rules may structure judicial choices. This is their book’s overarching contribution, but there are many others along the way – so many that *Commitment and Cooperation on High Courts* is bound to take its place among the classics in the ever-growing field of judicial behaviour.

My aim is to bring Alarie and Green’s contributions into relief by highlighting their key arguments and empirical results. Along the way, I integrate some of the existing literature if only to show where and how Alarie and Green advance our understanding of judging. (By the way, Alarie and Green also make great use of existing studies – yet another strength of their book.) All of this amounts to Parts II and III in what follows. But a simple summary of Alarie and Green’s work will not suffice because they invite the reader to think about extensions. In that spirit, I devote Part IV to some ideas for forward movement.

II The basics

As their book’s title suggests, Alarie and Green are interested in two dimensions of judicial behaviour on high courts (also known as apex or peak courts): ‘commitment’ and ‘cooperation.’ Commitment, shown on the horizontal axis of Figure 1, implicates the extent to which judges are committed to making decisions based on their personal (political) views rather than on legal materials. Cooperation, on the vertical axis, focuses attention on collegiality: whether the judges work together

25 See e.g. the hierarchy-of-justice studies, discussed in note 10 above, which assess the role of institutions governing the relations between lower and upper courts.

26 To be sure, there are many studies of effect of ideology (or partisanship) on judges working across the world, and virtually all find some relationship. My only point is that the studies rarely draw comparisons across countries. For studies finding an ideological effect, see e.g. Gunnar Grendstad, William R Shaffer & Eric Waltenburg, *Policy Making in an Independent Judiciary: The Norwegian Supreme Court* (Colchester, UK: ECPR Press, 2015) [Grendstad, Shaffer & Waltenburg, *Policy Making*] (demonstrating that Norwegian Supreme Court justices appointed by social democratic governments are significantly more likely to find for the litigant pursuing a ‘public economic interest’ than are their non-socialist counterparts); Christoph Hönnige, ‘The Electoral Connection: How the Pivotal Judge Affects Oppositional Success at European Constitutional Courts’ (2009) 32 Western European Politics 963 at 979–80 (finding that ideology helps predict the votes of judges serving on the French and German Supreme Courts); Nuno Garoupa, Fernando Gomez-Pomar & Veronica Grembi, ‘Judging under Political Pressure: An Empirical Analysis of Constitutional Review Voting in the Spanish Constitutional Court’ (2013) 29 J.L Econ & Org 513 at 516 (rejecting ‘the formalist approach taken by traditional constitutional law scholars in Spain’ because the judges’ personal ideology ‘does matter’).
These two dimensions come together to create what Alarie and Green term the ‘commitment–cooperation space’ (CC space). From the two dimensions, Alarie and Green identify four types of apex courts (see Figure 1). The attitudinal court is exactly what its name suggests: a court consisting of judges so committed to deciding cases based on their personal (political) views rather than on what the ‘law’ might demand. The vertical axis is the ‘cooperation’ dimension: whether the judges work together (cooperatively) or independently. The ‘quadrants’ identify four different types of courts.

From the two dimensions, Alarie and Green identify four types of apex courts (see Figure 1). The attitudinal court is exactly what its name suggests: a court consisting of judges so committed to their personal-political views that they are not especially interested in cooperating with their colleagues. Moving clockwise, judges serving on a positivist (legalistic) court also do not especially value consensus, but they are far more driven to follow their sense of what the law demands rather than their personal values. Judges on deliberative courts also tend to be legalistic in orientation but emphasize collegiality in the hunt to find the ‘right’ answer. Strategic judges are motivated to etch their personal-political values into law but realize that that their success depends on the preferences and likely actions of their colleagues, meaning that ‘cooperation’ (or at least interaction) is essential.
So far, so normal; aside from bringing together various approaches to judicial behaviour, there is nothing especially novel about the dimensions or the archetypes; each is the subject of an extensive literature, as my introduction suggested. But laying out the CC space is not Alarie and Green’s primary goal; it is rather asking the hard question of why: why do some peak courts find themselves in one quadrant or another? The answer, they posit, implicates the role played by institutions – the ‘rules of the game’ – in structuring judicial behaviour. Under the labour market model, which Alarie and Green explicitly adopt, individual judges may be motivated and constrained by (mostly) non-pecuniary costs and benefits, but institutions – formal and informal, external and internal – help shape their choices.

Throughout their discussion, Alarie and Green explore many institutions related to the choices judges make, but they place special emphasis on those governing (a) the appointment of judges; (b) the size and composition of panels; (c) case selection; and (d) the decision to dissent. Their explorations combine the descriptive, theoretical, and empirical and are always cross-national focusing on the highest courts in five countries: Australia, Canada, India, the United Kingdom, and the United States (with the Israeli Supreme Court making cameo appearances).

Why these countries/courts? As Alarie and Green explain, the five have similar judicial structures and legal traditions but have developed sufficiently divergent institutions for analysis. Adding to their attraction is that each apex court is represented in the High Courts Judicial Database (HCJD). Developed by Stacia L Haynie and her colleagues, the database consists of quantified information on decisions issued between 1969 and the early 2000s. Alarie and Green make extensive use of the HCJD, along with hand-collected data on the individual justices serving on the courts and the political parties in power – a serious investment of time and resources but necessary to assess some of the hypothesis.

III The institutions

That is the overview. Onward to what we learn about how institutions relating to appointments, panel composition, case selection, and dissent structure judges’ decisions.

A APPOINTING JUDGES

Societies have devised an impressive array of institutions to govern the retention of their judges, from life tenure, to a single non-renewable term, to periodic

27 Alarie & Green, Commitment and Cooperation, supra note 7 at 43; North, Institutions, supra note 7 at 3.
28 High Courts Judicial Database (HCJD), available at the Judicial Research Initiative, online: University of South Carolina <http://artsandsciences.sc.edu/poli/juri/highcts.htm>.
29 1970 for the Indian Supreme Court and the UK Judicial Committee of the House of Lords.
30 For the US Supreme Court, data are available for the 1791–2017 terms from the Supreme Court Database, online: Washington University Law <http://supremecourtdatabase.org>.
elections and re-election by the electorate.31 A substantial body of work considers the connection between these systems and judicial behaviour, especially the extent to which they promote judicial independence (that is, the ability of judges to behave sincerely without fear of reprisal and with some confidence that political actors will enforce their decisions).32 The central insight from this literature is that forcing judges to face the electorate or the legislature for renewal, relative to providing them with life tenure, produces a more dependent judiciary; the opportunity costs for voting sincerely are higher. A life-tenured system, in contrast, leads to a more independent judiciary, with judges freer to vote as they desire.33

Because all the judges in their study enjoy some form of life tenure,34 Alarie and Green focus not on retention but, rather, on institutions governing the selection of judges. Relative to retention, selection is understudied perhaps because it poses more challenges. Looking at formal rules in constitutions or laws may be enough to understand retention systems,35 but it is not sufficient for appointment mechanisms, as countries have devised numerous and often idiosyncratic norms to implement the formal rules. In some places, the rules of the game are so detailed that even scholars and lawyers working there have trouble describing them.

Finding the right balance between leaning too heavily on the constitutional rules and digging too deeply into the minutia is hard. But Alarie and Green get it just right by focusing on the institutions that plausibly connect to their interest in commitment and cooperation – mostly those that centre on politics, such as whether the appointers are politically accountable and the extent to which the process itself is politicized. From their (very interesting) rich descriptions, we learn that India, where the justices essentially select their colleagues,36 anchors one end of the political-appointment spectrum and the United States anchors

34 In the United States, US Supreme Court justices ‘hold their offices during good behaviour’ with no mandatory retirement age (US Constitution, art III, s 1). High court justices in Australia and the United Kingdom must retire at the age of seventy, Canadian justices at the age of seventy-five, and India justices at the age of sixty-five.
35 Then again, Helmke, Courts under Constraints, supra note 18, shows that the guarantee of life tenure in the Argentine Constitution meant tenure for the life of the ruling regime and not for the lives of the justices.
36 For the details on how this came about and why change might occur, see Alarie & Green, Commitment and Cooperation, supra note 7 at 61.
the other (no surprise to anyone familiar with the circus that has become the process of appointing US Supreme Court justices). In between are Australia and Canada, where executives dominate appointments, though the process is far less transparent and political than in the United States. Prior to 2005, the United Kingdom fell nearer to Australia and Canada on the political spectrum; now UK practice may come closer to India as an independent commission (which includes the president of the Supreme Court) selects the judges.

With these details in hand, Alarie and Green link the political appointment spectrum to the CC space in two central hypotheses: (a) the more political/politicized the process, the more committed the judges to etching their own political values into law – in other words, politics produces political judges – and (b) the more politically neutral the rules of the game, the more cooperative the judges. Ingenious empirical tests mostly confirm these links. To provide just a taste, Alarie and Green show that ideological polarization (the spread) in voting is quite high on the US Supreme Court and far lower among Canadian and Australian justices. They also demonstrate that ideology exerts predictably consistent effects across areas of the law in the United States but virtually unpredictable effects in India.

Considering their results, Alarie and Green’s conclusion seems exactly right: institutions governing the appointment of justices, and not only their retention, matter. Rules that reduce the role of politics tend to create judiciaries that are higher on the cooperative dimension and lower on commitment – more deliberative-type courts – and vice versa for rules that emphasize politics and political actors. Whether one is preferable to the other remains a question open to debate, but, at the least, Alarie and Green have supplied ample empirical data to develop answers – a contribution no one should underestimate.

B SETTING PANEL SIZE AND COMPOSITION

Almost never do Americans see depictions of fewer than the nine US Supreme Court justices in their robes. When the justices are in full regalia, it is inevitably all nine. This makes sense. From decisions over which petitions to hear to votes on the merits of cases, the US high court operates as a collective; all nine justices participate. For this reason, members of the US socio-legal community might be surprised to learn that many, perhaps most, apex courts do not sit \textit{en banc}. Like the US Courts of Appeals (the ‘circuits’), they mostly make decisions in panels. But that is where the resemblance to the US circuits ends. As Alarie and Green tell it, judges on peak courts outside the United States are not always, or even usually, assigned to panels randomly (as they supposedly are on the circuits\textsuperscript{37}); and panel size on many peaks courts is not set at three (as it is on circuit panels\textsuperscript{38}) or at any other number for that matter. In place of the


\textsuperscript{38} Three is the usual number. On rare occasions, the circuits sit \textit{en banc}. See e.g. Micheal Giles et al, ‘The Etiology of the Occurrence of En Banc Review in the U.S. Courts of Appeals’ (2007) 51 American J Political Science 449.
'no-discretion' rules operating in the United States, various institutions allow the court’s leader to have a say over which and how many judges will sit on panels. In some countries, including Canada, the chief justice has nearly unfettered discretion to set panel composition and size (five, seven, or en banc at nine). In the United Kingdom, the registrar composes the panels, but the president of the court can override the registrar’s decisions. On the discretion scale, chief justices in India and Australia are somewhere between Canada and the United Kingdom. Though they have power to assign panels, various rules constrain their choices. For example, on the Indian Supreme Court, where thirty-one justices serve, panels cannot be smaller than two and must consist of at least five judges for important constitutional disputes.

After reading Alarie and Green’s detailed descriptions of the various institutions governing panel assignment and size (an original contribution in and of itself), scores of research questions came to mind; the topics are that new and that ripe for analysis. Alarie and Green make real headway by asking how the rules structure chief justices’ choices, specifically: do they use their power to maximize the court’s resources and quality of its output (the ‘managerial’ approach) or to maximize the chances of getting their preferred outcome (the ‘strategic’ approach)? Put another way, are the chiefs cooperative, putting their court first, or are they more committed, prioritizing their own preferences?

Making clever use of the data, Alarie and Green show both are true. That chiefs occasionally use their discretion to assign ‘experts’ to panels suggests some interest in maintaining their court’s reputation (assuming experts produce higher quality decisions). At the same time, discretionary rules can and do induce strategic behaviour. Alarie and Green demonstrate, first, that the potential for chiefs to ‘game’ panels is non-trivial, especially in India and the United Kingdom where the number of judges is relatively high and the size of panels relatively low. Next, Alarie and Green show that chiefs do not always or even usually resist the opportunity to compose panels strategically. Their evidence takes different forms but especially interesting is the Canadian case, where left-of-centre chiefs tend to assign more liberal judges to panels hearing salient cases.

These and other results once again make a strong case for the role of institutions in structuring judicial behaviour – here, the chief justice’s choice of panel members and size. Of course, by necessity, much of the analysis excludes the

39 Alarie & Green, Commitment and Cooperation, supra note 7, ch 4.
40 Specifically, they devise a gaming prospect ratio, which is the number of decisions that theoretically could be decided differently by a different panel divided by the total number of cases (ibid at 110–11). E.g., if the Supreme Court of Canada (nine total justices) issues a decision by a seven-to-zero or nine-to-zero vote, no other combination of justices could have changed the outcome. But a six-to-three decision could have been different if the three dissenters had served on a panel of five with any two in the majority.
41 Here they develop the gaming resistance ratio; conceptually, the number of cases that could have been decided by a smaller panel but were heard by a larger panel. On this measure, in only about a third of the cases do chiefs resist the opportunity to influence the outcome. Alarie & Green, Commitment and Cooperation, supra note 7 at 113–14.
United States because the US Supreme Court always sits *en banc*. But it is easy to imagine research deploying Alarie and Green’s ideas about panel assignment to study how chiefs (or members of a panel) assign the opinion of the Court – a power US chiefs do enjoy when they are in the majority.  

C DECIDING TO DECIDE

Scores of papers and books address a single question: why do US Supreme Court justices decide to hear some cases and reject others? Answering it is a bit like looking for needles in haystacks because relevant institutions give the Court a great deal of discretion over its plenary docket. During the 2016–17 term, for example, the Court received 6,305 petitions but agreed to hear (‘grant cert’ to) only seventy-one (or 1 per cent). Still, the search for answers goes on because the subject is important – and not just to scholars but also to the lawyers whose careers and reputations rest on convincing the Court to hear their cases.

As you might expect, the studies show that no one factor predicts the justices’ decisions; rather a set of ‘cues’ increases the probability of the Court granting certiorari (for example, divisions among the circuits and the quality of the attorneys). There is also the strongly held and now empirically verified belief that strategic considerations occasionally come into play. On this account, US
justices are far more likely to vote to hear a case when they think ‘a majority of judges [will] line up in favor of [their] preferred outcome.’\textsuperscript{49} In other words, the justices try to predict the outcome of the case on its merits before they decide whether to hear it.

That is a plausible story and one, as I suggest, the data support. But it is not a story that makes much sense outside the United States.\textsuperscript{50} Why? Different institutions. Because all nine US justices participate in all of the cases, it is not much of a stretch to believe they can predict how their colleagues will ultimately vote on the merits, especially in politically charged disputes. But consider the task in Canada. The three justices on the panel deciding whether to grant leave must predict (a) the chief justice’s choice of the size and composition of the panel should they decide to grant and (b) the votes of the justices selected by the chief – which is not so easy when Canada’s appointment process produces justices less committed to their personal views than in the United States. In short, it is just a lot harder ‘to game the system’ on the Canadian Court,\textsuperscript{51} and Alarie and Green’s data suggest that the justices do not bother. This is not to say that the Court’s leave decisions are entirely random. To provide one example, Alarie and Green show that the justices are far more likely to hear cases brought by the federal government (a finding that holds in other countries, including the United States).

Still a clear takeaway of Alarie and Green’s analysis is that hypotheses and findings on the US Supreme Court cannot and should not be adopted willy-nilly to other countries; the institutional context matters and matters a lot. This is a lesson that bears emphasizing and repeating. Because so much of the literature on judicial behaviour – and screening cases, in particular – has used the US Supreme Court as its testing ground, it is tempting to turn results from that court into expectations for others. We should resist and instead adapt research to local conditions for exactly the reasons Alarie and Green give.

D CHOOSING TO DISSENT

Even on courts that allow dissents, the range in their use is wide. At the high end is the US Supreme Court with dissents filed in about six of every ten cases (60 per cent dissent rate); the Australian High Court is up there too (40 per cent).\textsuperscript{52} At the very low end are the Indian (less than 5 per cent)\textsuperscript{53} and Israeli Supreme Courts (less than 3 per cent)\textsuperscript{54} Apex courts in Brazil, Canada, and Norway are somewhere in
between at 20 per cent. Why the variation? Scholars have been trying to solve this puzzle for decades, and Alarie and Green make some real advances. First, they show that modern-day baseline dissent rates on the five courts are relatively impervious to change. Take the UK Court. The percentage of cases with dissent is quite low and, as Alarie and Green demonstrate, it has not increased even in the face of ideological heterogeneity among its members or, for that matter, decreased during periods of ideological homogeneity. Likewise, dissent on the US Supreme Court, which is comparatively quite high, is also insensitive to ideological diversity; the justices are only slightly less willing to dissent when the other justices are ideologically similar to them. Canada is an exception. There, the probability of dissent increases as ideological distance grows.

The suggestion from these and related analyses is that institutions – in the form of norms of consensus – play a crucial role in shaping the decision to dissent. In the United States, the norm is that it is okay to dissent, and, in the United Kingdom, it is not okay. Or, as Alarie and Green more eloquently put it,

for the United States a strong norm of disagreement may allow justices to overcome at least some of the negative consequences of dissenting (such as reputation effects with her fellow justices), and for the [United Kingdom] a strong norm of agreement may mean that it is difficult to dissent even in the face of a large difference in voting tendencies of the justice and other panelists.

That makes sense, but it evades the questions of how the norms start and whether they can change. Alarie and Green acknowledge as much and take the second step of exploring the chief justice’s role in prompting or suppressing dissents.

The idea that leaders play a crucial role in norms structuring dissent comes from research on the US Supreme Court, and here the US studies do seem to transport to other societies. Depending on the empirical strategy, Alarie and Green find that dissent rates fluctuate by chief justice in Australia, Canada, and

56 Australian justices too, though to a far lesser extent.
58 Alarie & Green, Commitment and Cooperation, supra note 7 at 227.
even the United Kingdom. These findings do not mean that chiefs are the sole explanation for dissent, as Alarie and Green point out. But generalizability across countries suggests that leadership is a plausible point of departure for studies exploring why and when judges dissent.

IV Forward movement

I have tried to highlight Alarie and Green’s key findings, but I lack the space to accomplish even that. Commitment and Cooperation on High Courts is a book that must be read. It is that important and makes that weighty a contribution. But there is more; Commitment and Cooperation shores up all of the work that remains to be done. However wide and deep the existing scholarship and however wide and deep their contribution, Alarie and Green prompt us to think about all of the gaps and the many possibilities for filling them. Picking up on just some of their suggestions, I look at the potential (read: need) for forward movement in the areas of description, theory, and data.

A DESCRIPTION

As you may have gathered, Alarie and Green provide rich (some might say thick) description for each institution they analyse. By this, I mean descriptions that are not rote listings of the formal constitutional rules but, rather, that relay what is happening on the ground – the informal institutions. Why this is such a crucial contribution of Commitment and Cooperation is pretty obvious. Over two centuries ago, James Madison expressed scepticism about bills of rights, believing they are little more than ‘parchment barriers’ – mere words on paper that have little bearing to actual practice. Many scholars not only concur but also have provided data to support the view that law as specified in constitutions provides only a partial explanation of practices on the ground.

61 Bentsen, ‘Court Leadership,’ supra note 55, reports the same for the Norwegian Supreme Court, as do Yen-tu Su & Han-wei Ho for the Taiwan Constitutional Court. Yen-tu Su & Han-wei Ho, ‘The Causes of Rising Opinion Dissensus on Taiwan’s Constitutional Court’ (28 July 2016), online: Elsevier <https://ssrn.com/abstract=2815752>. Both papers show that other factors also affect dissent rates.

62 See e.g. Letter from James Madison to Thomas Jefferson, 17 October 1788, Founders’ Constitution, online: National Archives <https://founders.archives.gov/documents/Madison/01-11-02-0218>: ‘[E]xperience proves the inefficacy of a bill of rights on those occasions when its control is most needed. Repeated violations of these parchment barriers have been committed by overbearing majorities in every State.’ Still, Madison became a supporter of (and even drafted) the US Bill of Rights. See Jack N Rakove, ‘James Madison and the Bill of Rights’ (1985), online: American Political Science Association <http://www.apsanet.org/content_8300.cfm>.

Aside from the imperative of providing institutional details in a book on institutions, Alarie and Green’s descriptions speak to scholars of judicial behaviour because we are starved for exactly this kind of information. Jeffrey Staton put it this way, ‘[w]ithout good description it is hard to imagine how we are going to meaningfully advance theory or even identify good opportunities’ for research.64 And yet we find ourselves exactly in this ‘without’ world. There are simply too few studies devoted to the task of mapping crucial features of whatever judicial system(s) is under analysis. Many reasons for this void probably exist, but Staton thinks the lack of incentives is key.65 I agree. Social science journals do not seem interested in thick description nor do funding agencies.

Two solutions come to mind. One is for scholars working in this field to recognize, and not dismiss, the value of descriptive work when they review articles, books, and grant proposals. The other is for researchers to follow Alarie and Green’s lead and integrate description into their theoretical and data work. Along these lines, Commitment and Cooperation on High Courts is a model, as is Gunnar Grendstad, William R Shaffer, and Eric Waltenburg’s Policy Making in an Independent Judiciary.66 In what is likely the first comprehensive, rigorous, and dispassionate treatment of the Norwegian Supreme Court, Grendstad and colleagues bring data to bear on all aspects of the Court’s decision making. But they never neglect the institutional details that animate the data and allow readers to assess the analysis.

Were authors to follow the leads of Grendstad et al. and Alarie and Green, they too would better serve their audiences – and themselves. Policy Making in an Independent Judiciary has brought a great deal of attention to the Norwegian Supreme Court outside of Norway, with follow-up studies now making their way into disciplinary journals.67

B THEORY

In addition to their emphasis on institutions, the major accounts of judicial behaviour operate under the assumption that judges are ‘rational maximizers of their ends in life, their satisfactions . . . their “self-interest.”’68 Under the labour market model, which, recall, Alarie and Green adopt, the individual judge acts parametrically to maximize her preferences.69 If the judge desires to make more
money, she might write a novel assuming she has weighed her own costs (for example, time away from her judicial work) and benefits; in other words, she is the variable and all others, the constants. Strategic accounts are non-parametric rational choice models, as they assume that goal-directed judges operate in a strategic or interdependent decision-making context, regardless of the judges’ specific motivation. Though its origins lie in psychology, even the attitudinal model is now framed in economic terms; when certain institutions exist (for example, life tenure), judges can ‘engage in rationally sincere behaviour’ – meaning they can decide cases in line with their ideology.

No doubt, the assumption that judges are rational actors is reasonable or at least gets us pretty far in understanding their choices. But equally without doubt, it will not get us all of the way there. It is just too late in the day to question the decades’ worth of studies showing that, in many situations, people rely on intuitions, emotions, and heuristics to make fast decisions without much effort. Social psychologists tell us that these responses are not always wrong or even unhelpful. But they also say that, unchecked by deliberative assessments, ‘thinking fast’ can lead to mistakes and biased decisions.

Although judges may believe they can ‘suppress or convert’ their intuitions, prejudices, and sympathies into rational decisions, this is not so. Experiments conducted on thousands of judges show that they – no less than other humans – favour insiders and disfavour outgroups, harbour implicit racial bias, rely on the affect heuristic to respond more favourably to litigants with whom they sympathize, succumb to belief perseverance in their consideration of evidence, fall prey to hindsight bias when assessing probable cause, and use anchoring and other simplifying heuristics in making numerical estimates. Alarie and Green are aware of this literature, pointing out that ‘judges, like all individuals, may not make decisions that are fully rational in all cases, such as where they rely

71 See Segal & Spaeth, Supreme Court, supra note 1 at 89–91.
72 Ibid at 93.
74 Andrew J Wistrich, Jeffrey J Rachlinski & Chris Guthrie, ‘Heart versus Head: Do Judges Follow the Law or Follow Their Feelings?’ (2015) 93 Tex L Rev 855 at 862 [Wistrich, Rachlinski & Guthrie, ‘Heart versus Head’].
75 E.g. ibid.
77 E.g. Wistrich, Rachlinski & Guthrie, ‘Heart versus Head,’ supra note 74.
on shortcuts (or heuristics) in decision making. But their (three-paragraph) discussion of non-rational factors amounts to little more than hand waving, and I am guilty of much the same in my work.

We can and should do better. We must own up to the very real possibility that the experiments have it right, that judges are influenced by their emotions, intuitions, prejudices, and the like — all of which complicate their ability to make rational decisions and so complicate our efforts to explain their behaviour. There is no getting around the fact that these very human features can distort purely rational or strategic decision making. The interesting research questions relate to how much they alter what we would expect to observe if we assume that judges act rationally.

How to answer these questions is a matter of some debate. More relevant here is whether there is a role for institutional design in accounts that acknowledge the limits of rationality. The answer must be yes or else the entire field of behavioural economics probably would not amount to much. A major enterprise in this field, sure, is to notice how non-rational factors may lead to biased or otherwise deficient decisions, but a major contribution is to offer up solutions. Often these require altering institutions, such as changing the default rule on retirement savings plans from one that forces individuals to enrol to one that automatically enrols them.

And so it goes with judging. Because the researchers conducting experiments on judges are mostly lawyers/legal academics, you will not be surprised to learn that they offer fixes for the biases they observe. Some solutions place the burden on judges, asking them to become aware of how their emotions and so on affect their decisions. Others, though, focus on altering institutions to help mitigate

81 Alarie & Green, Commitment and Cooperation, supra note 7 at 42.
82 I take the experimental evidence quite seriously. But some members of the legal community (especially judges) do not; they complain that the experiments are artificial and do not capture the real courtroom environment. This counsels for observational studies — that is, studies making use of data that the world, not the researchers, created. These are not easy to do, but neither are they impossible, as Shayo and Zussman’s study of Israeli small claims courts demonstrates. Moses Shayo & Asaf Zussman, ‘Judicial Ingroup Bias in the Shadow of Terrorism’ (2011) 126 QJ Economics 1447. More to the point, they are crucial; should the experimental and the observational converge, we can be far more confident in our conclusions. For work moving in this direction, see Epstein, Parker & Segal, ‘Do Justices Defend,’ supra note 69; Avani Mehta Sood, Jeffrey A Segal & Benjamin Woodson, ‘Does Crime Severity Influence Judges in Search-and-Seizure Cases? An Empirical Triangulation of Motivated Admissibility Decisions,’ Va L Rev (forthcoming).
84 As the citations above indicate, the main players are Chris Guthrie (law professor at Vanderbilt Law School), Jeffrey J Rachlinski (law professor at Cornell Law School), and Andrew J Wistrich (federal magistrate judge in the Central District of California). All have law degrees; Rachlinski also has a doctoral degree in psychology.
85 Wistrich, Rachlinski & Guthrie, ‘Heart versus Head,’ supra note 74 at 909: ‘First, judges should be cognizant of their susceptibility to affect. Most people fail to recognize its hidden influence. Awareness is not sufficient to ensure that judges keep emotional responses in check, but it is a necessary first step.’
bias. Based on experiments showing that judges respond more favourably to litigants with whom they sympathize, Andrew Wistrich, Jeffrey Rachlinski, and Chris Guthrie recommend separating ‘case management and admissibility functions from case resolution functions by assigning two judges to each case. This might shield the judge deciding the case from exposure to emotionally laden suppressed evidence.’86 Another answer comes from Holger Spamann and Lars Klöhn, whose experiments also show that (legally extraneous) defendants’ characteristics affect judicial decisions. They propose ‘blinding judges to many details of the facts, for example, sanitizing the record before it is sent up to an appeals court.’87 These are just a few examples. The larger point is that in considering the role that non-rational factors play in judicial decision making, we need not neglect matters of institutional design. To the contrary, they should move the fore in any study designed to spot problems and offer solutions.

C DATA

As I mentioned, Alarie and Green draw almost all of their data from the High Courts Judicial Database (HCJD). This database has the benefit of being explicitly comparative when most case- or judge-based datasets target a particular court. But the HCJD also has its share of drawbacks, as Alarie and Green acknowledge.88 The courts represented all write their opinions in English and are mostly embedded in common law systems, and the data themselves are now nearly two decades old.89 That Alarie and Green used the HCJD anyway is understandable. That it remains the only game in town is not. The absence of comparative multi-user databases is suggestive of a community of scholars working not as a community but, rather, in isolation building one-off datasets for specific projects. No doubt this approach has its benefits, but it also has substantial costs, including massive duplication of effort, inefficiencies, and dated (if not downright unreliable) measures – all of which ultimately impede the drive to discovery.90 Alarie and Green are among the growing number of scholars calling for change.91 I count

86 Wistrich, Rachlinski & Guthrie, ‘Heart versus Head,’ supra note 74 at 909–10. See also Wistrich, Guthrie & Rachlinski, ‘Can Judges Ignore,’ supra note 78 at 1325–6.
88 Alarie & Green, Commitment and Cooperation, supra note 7 at 252.
90 See e.g. Staton, Judicial Power, supra note 22.
91 Alarie & Green, Commitment and Cooperation, supra note 7 at 252–3, offer some specific suggestions. For example, they call for ways to overcome the HCJD’s simple outcome/ideological measures, which ‘do not capture important aspects of how judges see cases’ (at 253). I would only add that a single policy dimension does not always capture voting, as political scientists have long demonstrated for parliaments. See e.g. Simon Hix, Abdul Nouy & Gérard Roland, ‘Dimensions of Politics in the European Parliament’ (2006) 50 American J Political Science
myself in this group and, to that end, have proposed the development of two large-scale sustainable databases: one focused on the institutional features of courts throughout the world and the other on case-level data. Because I have recounted the details elsewhere, I will not bother to rehearse them here.\footnote{Lee Epstein, ‘Forward Movement in the Development of Data Infrastructure for the Comparative Analysis of Law and Legal Institutions’ in Diana Kapiszewski & Matthew C Ingram, ed, Concepts, Data, and Methods in Comparative Law and Politics (Cambridge University Press, forthcoming), online: Washington University in St. Louis <http://epstein.wustl.edu/research/InfrastructureCompJudBeh.html>.} Suffice it to say that technological advances in automating data collection and content analysis provide room for optimism about the development of new data infrastructure.\footnote{See ibid. Briefly, by ‘automating data collection,’ I mean writing scripts to scrape information (for example, case names, citations, year, parties, judges, and disposition) from court decisions and dockets. By ‘automating content analysis,’ I mean algorithms to help organize the texts – here, court decisions – into categories of interest (that is, classification). For a non-technical introduction, see Justice Grimmer & Brandon M Stewart, ‘Text as Data: The Promise and Pitfalls of Automatic Content Analysis Methods for Political Texts’ (2013) 21 Political Analysis 267.}

IV Concluding remarks

Alarie and Green have done us a great service. Rather than assuming that institutions matter, they have demonstrated that they do, and they have demonstrated that they do cross-nationally. It now falls on us to build on their work. Those efforts could take many forms, but, at bottom, the community must band together to move forward. No longer should we turn up our noses at descriptive work nor ignore the reality that our theories may not be up to the task of developing full and realistic conceptions of judging. And paying heed to Alarie and Green’s call to develop better infrastructure sooner rather than later will do much to promote their rallying cry: ‘The way forward is comparative.’\footnote{Alarie & Green, Commitment and Cooperation, supra note 7 at 254.}

494 at 509 (finding a dominant classic left-right dimension in the European Parliament as well as ‘the gradual stabilization of a second dimension around pro-/anti-Europe positions, orthogonal to left-right dimension’); Howard Rosenthal & Erik Voeten, ‘Analyzing Roll Calls with Perfect Spatial Voting: France 1946–1958’ (2004), 48 American J Political Science 620 at 624 (demonstrating ‘that a stable two-dimensional spatial configuration [left-right and pro-anti regime] explains deputies’ vote choices’).